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Since its first appearance in 1947, The Diary of Anne Frank has been translated into sixty-five different languages, including Welsh, Esperanto, and Faroese.¹ Millions and perhaps even billions of readers, scattered throughout the globe and now spanning multiple generations, are familiar with the life and work of this young Jewish writer. Over the past sixty-plus years, numerous films and stage productions—including, controversially, a Spanish Anne Frank musical that opened in Madrid in early 2008—have brought the diary to ever-larger audiences. Nor does the global Anne Frank phenomenon show any signs of abating. In 2010, well over a million people visited the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam, which both showcases the living quarters of the famed “Secret Annex” and provides interactive, multi-media exhibits dedicated to the life and times of Anne Frank, the Holocaust, and contemporary instances of racism, discrimination, and hate crimes.² A graphic biography of Anne Frank, authorized by the Anne Frank House and penned by two Americans, has appeared in numerous counties, with other translations and national editions to follow.³

Even the fate of the purported “Anne Frank Tree” constitutes international news. Immortalized in the diary, but in 2007 deemed diseased and unstable, the massive chestnut tree was spared destruction when a coalition of Amsterdam city officials, local organizations, and the
“Support Anne Frank Tree” foundation negotiated a compromise solution. For over two years, “Anne’s tree” was encased in an iron support system, intended to prevent the tree falling onto either the Annex or surrounding homes, but a particularly gusty day in late August 2010 brought down the rotted tree, support structure and all. This has not been the end of the tree’s journey, however, since the owner of the tree—which stood on private property, not the grounds of the Anne Frank House—has decided to donate part of its trunk to Jewish museums around the globe. Further, chestnuts gathered from the tree had already been used to generate scores of saplings, one of which was planned to replace the unhealthy original tree. Other saplings were to be sent around the globe, planted on the grounds of schools bearing Anne Frank’s name as well as select museums and public locations, which, in the United States, include the garden of the White House, the World Trade Center site in New York, and Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas. At some point in the yet-to-be-determined future, the Children’s Museum of Indianapolis, located sixty miles from my home in West Lafayette, Indiana, will also receive one such three-foot tall sapling. Until it arrives, however, visitors to the Children’s Museum can visit its acclaimed “Power of Children” gallery, a permanent exhibit profiling three children—among them Anne Frank—who “faced profound trials and emerged as heroes of the 20th century.”

With these examples, I do not mean to imply some type of international obsession with Anne Frank, as some have long claimed, nor do I seek to minimize the efforts of those involved with the tree preservation efforts. Rather, I cite them as evidence that, to date, Anne Frank remains the most recognizable victim of persecution, oppression, and genocide, a morbid gold standard by which survivors and victims alike continue to be measured. Women and children especially must reside in the larger-than-life shadow cast by the life and diary of Anne Frank. Comparisons—whether self-evident or of a more spurious type—abound. Etty Hillesum, another Dutch diarist and Holocaust victim who perished in Auschwitz in November 1943, has been termed the “adult Anne Frank.” Immaculée Ilabagiza serves as the Anne Frank of the Rwandan Genocide of 1994 and Zlata Filipović that of the Yugoslavian civil war of the 1990s. And, yet, Anne Frank’s diary also functions independently of its specific Holocaust-era context. Her work held up as a timeless coming-of-age story, Anne Frank represents every young adult struggling to find her own voice. She fights with her parents and sister, confronts her ever-changing body, and is wracked by self-doubt, an apparently attractive formula for a particular demographic of readers. Or, as bluntly stated by one Dutch historian, “as long as there are twelve-year old girls with growing breasts, there will be readers of the diary.” Adopting a far less flippant approach, other scholars have
examined Anne Frank as a writer, a woman, a resister, even as a utopian thinker and active consumer of literature. Francine Prose’s recent work, *Anne Frank: The Book, The Life, The Afterlife* merits particular attention. Prose, an accomplished fiction and non-fiction writer and a keen observer of the writing process, convincingly argues that Frank’s diary “should be awarded its place among the great memoirs and spiritual confessions, as well as among the most significant records of the era in which she lived.” Accordingly, the diary functions as both a seminal Holocaust text and a canonical piece of twentieth-century literature.

Over the years, critics have denounced those who would universalize and contemporize the diary beyond recognition by replacing an account penned by a murdered Jewish girl with an uplifting tale of heroism and hope in a time of great privation. Still others have argued that the wartime situation of the Frank family was too far removed from the horrors—the gas chambers, the death pits, the overcrowded ghettos—inflicted upon European Jews for the diary to serve as a representative Holocaust document or an experiential text. Such criticisms imply that the Holocaust was implemented and experienced as a monolithic event, with all European Jews, whether in the far western reaches of France or the forests of Byelorussia, subjected to the same injustices and tortures. In reality, the pace, scope, and methods employed by the Nazis demonstrated tremendous regional variation typically overlooked by those who would examine the diary for what it cannot tell us. Rarely do these critics address the fact that the author never intended her text to be emblematic of any shared wartime experience. Rarely still do critics—or for that matter, those who champion the diary’s status as a Holocaust text—examine the diary in its specific national context. Not surprisingly, then, while Anne Frank continues to serve as the most recognizable face of the Holocaust, hers is a generic European Holocaust, largely devoid of those particular circumstances that shaped her life, work, and ultimate fate. With this essay, I aim to refocus attention on these historical particularities. I maintain that both the creation and contents of the diary should be read for what they do provide: a window into the Holocaust, as it was both implemented and experienced in the German-occupied Netherlands during the years of 1940-1945. Although I remain wary of the descriptor “typical” or “usual”—for no typical Holocaust victim exists, try as we might to enforce our categories upon these historical actors—I also contend that, when examined in its national setting, Anne Frank’s situation hardly appears as anomalous as some have maintained. Put simply, I contend that before we move “beyond Anne Frank,” as the title of one recent work implores us to do, we must first return to the national setting in which the diarist was persecuted, protected, and, ultimately, betrayed.
Thirteen-year old Anne Frank began her now-famous diary on June 12, 1942, two years into the German occupation.\textsuperscript{14} On May 10, 1940, German forces had invaded the Netherlands, and five days later, the Dutch army capitulated. By month’s end, Hitler had installed in the Netherlands a civilian-led government under the leadership of Austrian Nazi Arthur Seyss-Inquart, who was to oversee an array of new officials and agencies imported from Nazi Germany and Austria. Accorded a relatively privileged position within the Nazi New Order, the Dutch were to be won over with promises, concessions, and, only if and when necessary, overt force. As such, the persecution of the country’s Jewish population did not proceed with the same public shows of violence inflicted upon Polish Jews and other Slavic \textit{Untermenschen}. Rather, for the next two years, scores of restrictive laws chipped away at the rights and privileges enjoyed by Dutch Jews.\textsuperscript{15} Little by little, they were deprived of their livelihoods, their possessions, and their membership in the national community. By the time Anne Frank penned her first diary entry in the summer of 1942, the identification and isolation of Jews living in the occupied Netherlands was nearly complete.

At the beginning of the occupation, the Jewish population of the Netherlands—which was concentrated in Amsterdam and other northern cities, such as Rotterdam and The Hague—numbered over 140,000, out of a total population of approximately nine million. Included in this total figure are the 23,000 men, women, and children who, in the course of the 1930s, had arrived in the Netherlands as refugees from Nazi Germany and Austria. The Frank family was among them. In early 1933, shortly after Hitler became Chancellor of Germany, Anne’s father, Otto Frank, left Frankfurt, Germany, and moved to the Netherlands, where he established two companies specializing in the production of spices, pectin, and other foodstuffs. By the end of that year, his wife, Edith, and their two young girls—seven-year old Margot and four-year old Anne—had joined him. The family settled in a newly developed area of southern Amsterdam called the “River District,” which became home to a large community of middle-class and upper-middle-class Jewish refugees from Germany and Austria. The city’s Liberal synagogue was located in this area, as were a host of stores, schools, and parks. If they so wished, refugees in this neighborhood could live relatively self-contained lives, speaking German with one another and traveling in the same circles as their fellow Jewish refugees from cities such as Berlin, Frankfurt, or Vienna. Still, this River District area was no Jewish ghetto but, rather, a solidly middle- and upper-middle-class neighborhood populated by Jews and non-Jews alike, with native-born Dutch living alongside refugees from Nazi Germany.\textsuperscript{16}

By all indications, Anne Frank had little difficulty adjusting to this new environment. She earned high grades in school, and as Dutch-language
readers of the diary can attest, she mastered her adopted tongue. At the same time, she remained keenly aware of her German background, even if she later described the Germans as an uncivilized, brutal people. Her sister, Margot, also quickly acculturated to Dutch society. Unlike her younger sister, who dreamed of becoming a famous writer or a Hollywood actor, Margot belonged to a local Zionist youth group and aspired to become a midwife in Palestine. Of the four members of the family, only mother Edith Frank seemed to experience considerable difficulty adapting to life in her adopted country. Having arrived in the Netherlands at age thirty-three, Edith rarely ventured outside her comfort zone of fellow émigrés, many of whom appeared either unwilling or unable to assimilate into Dutch society and culture. In their defense, Edith Frank and other refugees had ample reason to feel out of place. Certain prominent members of the more established Jewish communities worked to assist these refugees as they arrived from Nazi Germany and Austria in the 1930s, but, on the whole, native-born Dutch Jews kept their distance, as they feared that this sudden influx of refugees would foster anti-Semitism in the Netherlands. Nor did the behavior of these newly arrived Germans and Austrians help the situation, either: widely perceived as arrogant, loud, and condescending, the refugees were accused of failing to exhibit the model behavior expected of a group desperately needing hospitality. Although not known for overt and endemic anti-Semitism, the Netherlands was not entirely absent such sentiment either, and, now, faced with a refugee crisis as the country tried to recover from the Great Depression, Dutch politicians and other public figures began to speak of a “Jewish problem.” To these ends, in 1939, the Dutch government established the Westerbork camp complex, located in the country’s easternmost province and intended to serve as a holding center for both illegal and legal Jewish refugees. Three years later, the German occupiers would refashion Westerbork into a Jewish transit camp, a midway point for those Jews en route to the concentration and death camps in Germany and Poland. Of course, those Dutch authorities responsible for the original creation of Westerbork could not have envisioned the purposes to which it would be put. Still, the point remains that if pre-war Dutch society was not anti-Semitic to its core, then refugees such as the Franks were hardly welcomed with open arms, either.

After the arrival of German forces in May 1940, the situation of these refugees continued to deteriorate, as did the position of all Jews in the German-occupied Netherlands, regardless of their status as citizens or mere residents. In 1940 alone, hundreds of Jews in the Netherlands committed suicide. Others tried to flee the country, with varying degrees of success. The vast majority of Dutch Jews in the Netherlands, however, lacked the financial resources, necessary permits and paperwork, or the impetus
to undertake this voyage. Like their fellow co-religionists elsewhere throughout German-occupied Europe, most Dutch Jews simply settled into life under the new regime and consoled themselves with the knowledge that the first anti-Jewish laws instituted during the summer of 1940 appeared relatively inconsequential. On July 1, Jews were prohibited to serve in the nation’s Air Raid Protective Service, but this hardly seemed to matter now that the country had been invaded and occupied. In late July, German authorities prohibited kosher slaughter, but, since large segments of the country’s Jewish population had little need for kosher meat, this decree, too, could be dismissed as insignificant. But over the course of the next few months, Reichskommissar Arthur Seyss-Inquart dramatically expanded the scope and pace of these anti-Jewish efforts. Circulated in October 1940, the so-called “Aryan Declaration” required all civil servants in the Netherlands to attest to their non-Jewish status; one month later, all Jewish civil servants, including university faculty members, were released from their positions, although German authorities alleged that these dismissals were merely “temporary.” The “Decree Concerning the Registration of Companies,” issued by Seyss-Inquart on October 22, 1940, required that all Jewish-owned businesses and firms plus all companies with Jewish partners register with the occupation government. Five months later, a newly formed Bureau of Economic Investigation (Wirtschaftsprüfstelle) began to appoint Germans and Dutch Nazis to serve as “administrators” for these Jewish-owned businesses. In the Netherlands, as was the case throughout German-occupied Europe, the social isolation and economic impoverishment of the Jews preceded their extermination. Seen in retrospect, however, the most ominous of these new German directives was the January 10, 1941 decree requiring that all Jews register with their local government authorities or population registry. Identified in this fashion, Jews in the Netherlands were thus marked for further discriminatory measures, including detainment, deportation, and, ultimately, death. Importantly, too, in February 1941, the German authorities mandated the creation of a Jewish Council to serve as the intermediary between the nation’s occupiers and its Jewish community. Beginning in April 1941, all new anti-Jewish laws—and the punishments to be assessed for violation of these laws—would appear solely in Het Joodsche Weekblad, the weekly paper published by the main Jewish Council offices in Amsterdam. Absent a specific reason to read this Jewish weekly paper, the country’s non-Jewish population could remain ignorant of these decrees until their effects manifested themselves in plain sight, a situation that, in turn, only reinforced the singular treatment and isolation meted out to the Dutch Jews.

Like his co-religionists, Otto Frank negotiated this dizzying array of new restrictions to the best of his abilities and resources. Since relocating
to the Netherlands in 1933, Otto Frank had directed a number of related enterprises producing spices, jam-making supplies, and other household products. In early 1941, anticipating the forced “Aryanization” of Jewish businesses and property as already implemented in Nazi Germany over the course of past eight years, Otto arranged to transfer formal ownership to his Christian colleagues. For all intents and purposes, however, Otto would retain executive authority over his business enterprises, which allowed him to draw upon a regular source of income. This access to funding would prove absolutely essential for a family in hiding, which continued to require the necessities of daily life but at a higher wartime premium. These were astute, forward-looking moves, and most Jewish business owners and shareholders in Netherlands—even those German and Austrian Jews who, like Otto, had some prior experience with the Nazis’ anti-Jewish efforts—were not as fortunate.

At the same time, Otto Frank continued to seek the safe passage of his family out of Europe. In 1938, he had applied for visas to the United States, but for American purposes, the Franks were considered German Jews, albeit residents in the then-unoccupied Netherlands. With the immigration quota for Germany already exceeded, the Franks would continue to languish on the waiting list for the next three years. In April 1941, Otto reactivated his quest for a visa, prompted to do so, apparently by the blackmail efforts of a local Dutch Nazi. Having intercepted a letter reporting anti-German utterances made by Otto Frank, this Dutch Nazi approached Otto and demanded money. Otto obliged his blackmailer, but he also appealed to his circle of friends and family members in the United States for assistance in leaving Nazi-occupied Europe. Documents recently unearthed at the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research in New York reveal that, between April 30, 1941 and December 11, 1941, Otto frantically searched for financial and other forms of support—advice, affidavits, personal intervention with State Department officials—from these contacts, including his college friend Nathan Straus Jr. of American department store fame. These efforts would come to naught. By the summer of 1941, the State Department had tightened visa conditions and entry requirements, and the German authorities had closed American consulates in their occupied territories. Personal intervention from even the wealthy and well-positioned Straus could not have assured the entire Frank family safe passage from occupied Europe.

With such options exhausted, the Franks now pursued an entirely different course of action: they would try to survive the occupation together, in hiding. At some point late 1941 or early 1942, Otto and Edith Frank made the decision to go underground. During the first half of 1942, they began to convert the annex of Otto’s office building into a living space
large enough to accommodate not only the Frank family of four, but also Hermann van Pels, the business’ resident spice expert and a close family friend of the Franks; his wife, Auguste; and their teenage son, Peter. Like the Franks, the van Pels had fled Nazi Germany in the 1930s. Having made the fateful decision to hide together, the two families stocked the hiding place with food, furniture, bedclothes, and other necessities, careful not to arouse suspicion amongst warehouse workers downstairs, neighbors, and visitors to the company. Assisting them was a small loyal core of trusted employees who would provide critical support and sustenance to the annex’s residents over the course of the next two-plus years, thereby earning the title of “the helpers.” Both families were due to arrive in this “Secret Annex” in late July 1942, although neither of the Frank daughters was apprised of these preparations for a life in hiding. Apparently, the Franks wished to shield their children from the worst of the anti-Jewish persecution then underway but also minimize the risk that friends, neighbors, and classmates would learn of these plans. Furthermore, Anne and Margot Frank had enough to worry about. With the beginning of the fall 1941 school year, Jewish children in the Netherlands were removed from their regular schools and forced to attend special Jewish schools containing only Jewish students and teachers. Anne had to leave her beloved Montessori school, located near her home, and travel across town to the Jewish Lyceum. She and her friends could frequent only Jewish-owned cafes and places of entertainment, since Jews were prohibited from cinemas, public parks and zoos, swimming pools, and museums, to cite but a few examples. In early May of 1942, the German authorities introduced the yellow Star of David, which was to be worn by all Jewish men, women, and children. As part of a total travel ban instituted the following month, Jews were now forbidden to use public transportation. And, because her bicycle had been stolen around Easter of that year, Anne was forced to walk an hour and a half, each way, to school. In any case, this theft soon ceased to matter because shortly thereafter, German authorities announced that Jews would no longer be allowed to ride or own bicycles.

Unbeknownst to the Franks and, indeed, nearly all Dutch Jews save for select members of the Jewish Council, deportations from the Netherlands would commence later in this summer of 1942. Beginning in January of this year, Dutch Jews from designated provincial areas had been forced to relocate to Amsterdam, where they were to be sheltered by members of the local Jewish community; “stateless Jews”—i.e., those refugee Jews without Dutch nationality—from these same provinces were sent to the newly expanded Westerbork camp in the east of the country. In late June, the chief German administrator of the “Central Agency for Jewish Emigration” in Amsterdam informed the leaders of the Jewish Council that
large-scale deportations from the Netherlands would begin within weeks and that the Jewish Council would be responsible for compiling the first list of Jews selected for “labor service” in Germany. During the month of July, thousands of Amsterdam Jews received detailed notification letters ordering them to report to designated locations such as Amsterdam’s Central Station, their bags carefully packed with those items clearly specified in their call-up letters. Such was the beginning of the massive deportations that would continue throughout this year and the next.\(^{27}\) Included on the first list of 4,000 Jews ordered to report for deportation was then-sixteen-year-old Margot Frank, who received her call-up notice on July 4. At this point, the Franks and van Pels decided to put their plans into effect, albeit a few weeks earlier than expected: the next morning, all seven members of the two families went into hiding at the annex carefully prepared above Otto’s business at 463 Prinsengracht, in the very center Amsterdam.\(^{28}\)

Not all of these developments appear in Anne Frank’s diary, however, and understandably so, for Anne began her diary only in June 1942, a full two years into the German occupation of the Netherlands. By this point, the Dutch Jews had been identified and marked, stripped of nearly all property and assets, their livelihoods and freedom of movement severely restricted. Seen in retrospect, we know that deportation and extermination would soon follow, but neither Anne nor other contemporary observers could write about round-ups and deportations yet to begin. Secondly, and despite her rapid maturation within the walls of the secret annex, Anne Frank was a child during the first two years of the occupation, and she experienced the anti-Jewish regulations as a child. By virtue of her age and position in society, Anne simply did not have the access to observe, understand, and report upon the workings of the Jewish Council, as did, for instance, Etty Hillesum, fifteen years her senior. This is not to say that the young diarist remained entirely unaware of the persecutory efforts directed against the Dutch Jews, but, rather, she wrote about those circumstances directly affecting her life: the travel restrictions, the nightly curfews, the fact that all Jewish students needed to enroll in special Jewish schools as of the fall of 1941.\(^{29}\) As a result, her diary reveals but a small segment of the larger catastrophe we know as the Holocaust. But this perspective is hardly unique to the diary, since countless diaries, memoirs, and ego-documents provide but partial views into the persecution of European Jews. If we discount the diary, we must discount these works, too.

Another criticism of the diary centers upon the atypical wartime situation of the Frank family. Whereas most Jews sought shelter as individuals, the Franks hid as a unit, and, perhaps even more surprisingly, remained together until their arrest in August 1944. And, indeed, most of those who lived underground in the Netherlands did so alone. Hiding places
were typically small and improvised, large amounts of food difficult to procure, and official documentation—necessary for ration cards and other items—constantly in short supply. As a result, few people were willing to take on siblings and couples, let alone entire nuclear families. Perhaps the Frank family ran a greater risk by hiding together, that is, if the odds of detection increased exponentially with each additional person. Such was the claim of famed child psychologist and concentration camp survivor Bruno Bettelheim, who, in 1960, criticized the Franks’ decision to hide as a family unit: if only they would have “faced the facts,” they would have gone into hiding as individuals, and they would have stood a better chance of surviving the war.\[^{30}\] Fifty years of research later, however, we simply cannot say with certainty that the Franks would have fared any better had they gone into hiding separately. In the Netherlands, individuals in hiding were betrayed, detected, and arrested quite frequently, as were groups large and small.\[^{31}\] Further, and regardless of whether the Franks sought refuge as individuals or as a unit, their status as “onderduikers”—literally, “those who dive under”—was far more typical than might be assumed by those unfamiliar with the Netherlands, as Bettelheim admitted himself to be. The most recent and reliable figures cite a range of 20,000 to 30,000 Dutch Jews in hiding during the wartime years, with approximately 16,000 to 17,000 surviving the war.\[^{32}\] These numbers alone indicate that life in hiding, although hardly a guarantee of survival, constituted an integral wartime experience for Jews in the occupied Netherlands. “Onderduiken,” in fact, was a national phenomenon: during the course of the occupation, hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish men and women—resisters, political enemies, labor drafter evaders, to name but the largest groups—“dove under” in an effort to evade their would-be captors.\[^{33}\]

As “onderduikers,” Anne Frank and her fellow Annex inhabitants were physically isolated from developments transpiring outside their windows, but the little they saw and learned gave them ample reason to be concerned. In November 1942, Anne described the scenes of brutality ensuing in the streets outside, as relayed by Dr. Pfeffer, the dentist who had recently become the eighth member of the group. Pfeffer reported that every evening, green and grey army trucks patrolled the streets, and Germans went looking for Jews, concentrating on those houses which, according to their records, stood to net them a “good haul” of Jews. If found, entire families were taken away on the spot. From her hiding place on the Prinsengracht, Anne also witnessed the round-ups in action, writing in the same diary entry, “In the evenings when it’s dark, I often see long lines of good, innocent people, accompanied by crying children, walking on and on, in [the] charge of a couple of these chaps, bullied and knocked about until they almost drop. No one is spared—old people, babies, expectant
mothers, the sick—each and all join in the march of death.” Confronted with these scenes, Anne realized that she was fortunate to be in hiding, with a warm bed, as “[her] dearest friends have been knocked down or have fallen into a gutter somewhere out in the cold night.”

Those in hiding had little way of knowing what followed arrests and forced marches to the train station. But few contemporary observers in the occupied Netherlands would have had reason to observe those horrors we associate with the Holocaust, since the German authorities in the Netherlands outsourced the extermination process to foreign soil. Public violence would not win over the Dutch to the Nazi New Order but, on the contrary, could stimulate protest and acts of resistance, which the Germans wished to avoid. Instead, German authorities shipped the country’s Jews to transit camps such as Westerbork, where they spent days, weeks, or months before being deported east to their deaths in places such as Auschwitz and Sobibor. From both the Annex’s “helpers” and the illegal radio in the downstairs office, the group in hiding learned of the conditions that prevailed in Westerbork. On October 9, 1942, Anne reported that those in the transit camp received nothing to eat, water was available only once day, and toilets and sinks were in short supply. Since everyone slept together in the same bunks, “frightful immorality” was commonplace, and, as a result, many women and girls were now expecting babies. Anne questioned: “If it is as bad as this in Holland whatever will it be like in the distant and barbarous regions they are being sent to? We assume that most of them are murdered. The English radio speaks of their being gassed. Perhaps that is quickest way to die.” The editors of the Critical Edition of the diary have contextualized these statements, noting that, in June 1942, the BBC had begun to report news of these gassings. On June 9, for instance, the BBC Home Service announced that “Jews were regularly being killed by machinegun fire, hand grenade—and even poisoned by gas.”

But all of this happened outside the Netherlands, in the distant and dreaded “East.” Before they arrived in Westerbork or other transit camps, the Dutch Jews were not subjected to starvation rations or epidemic disease as seen in the Warsaw Ghetto, for instance. Local collaborators did not club to death Jewish men, women, and children, as was the case in Lithuania, for instance, nor did members of the Einsatzgruppen round up and shoot Dutch Jews, as they did in the Soviet territories of Eastern Europe. The end result, of course, was the same, no matter where and how it occurred. And before they, too, were killed, Dutch Jews were forced to exist in a constant state of worry, fear, and denial. From the diary of Anne Frank emerges this palpable anxiety, although one can argue that, in comparison to the tens of thousands of their fellow citizens who had already met their deaths in these camps, the Franks and all those in hid-
ing were rather fortunate. All Dutch Jews were subjected to a deliberate yet incremental process of destruction, initiated and enforced by German officials and agencies that seemed to delight in changing the rules of the game and speaking in euphemisms. This was, according to Dutch historian and Holocaust survivor Jacob Presser, a sadistic game of “cat and mouse,” waged upon victims willing to believe that each new restrictive measure would be the last. In the spring of 1942, for instance, the German authorities directed the Jewish Council of the Netherlands to issue “exemption numbers” to certain people or groups. Those who possessed these coveted numbers—workers in the all-important diamond industry; members of the Portuguese Jewish community; those in mixed marriages; the leaders and family members of the Jewish Council—were thus assured that they would be spared deportation. Yet, as the deportations continued, one group after another was stripped of its immunity and its members made to acknowledge that they, too, would be sent east to an unknown fate.

“Onderduikers” lived in a similar state of suspended animation, aware that detection and thus deportation could occur at a moment’s notice. Life underground presented particular logistical obstacles, too, which only further compounded this generalized fear and anxiety. Over the course of twenty-five months, the group at the Secret Annex experienced numerous bombardments and air raids; a handful of nighttime robberies directed against Otto Frank’s business; and, of course, the daily tensions born by the inability to move around during business hours, lest the group be detected by those employees not privy to the secret that eight people were in hiding above their heads. These onderduikers maintained little control over their fate, since sheer coincidence, what we might term “dumb luck” were we not referring to matters of life and death, could determine survival. For instance, if the residents of the Secret Annex had been arrested in the summer of 1943, they likely would have been sent to Sobibor, an extermination center located in eastern Poland. Most Dutch Jews—including all eight residents of the Annex—were deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau via the Westerbork transit camp. Of the 60,330 Dutch Jews sent to Auschwitz, approximately 4,000 would survive—a tragically small percentage of survivors, but thousands of survivors nonetheless. But during the four-month period of March to July 1943, all trains minus one departed Westerbork for the extermination center of Sobibor in eastern Poland. At Sobibor, 34,313 Dutch Jews would be killed upon arrival, with less than twenty—most of whom spent only a few hours here before being sent somewhere else—surviving their deportation to this camp. Had the Frank family been arrested and deported during the summer of 1943, they would have likely been killed immediately in Sobibor. Neither the extraordinarily well-prepared Frank family nor any other of the Nazis’
Jewish victims could control this deportation schedule, and, by extension, their odds of surviving.

Again, none of this would have been known to the diarist and her family at the time. Only after the residents of the Secret Annex had been arrested and sent to Westerbork would they have heard the names “Auschwitz” and “Sobibor” with some regularity, and since Anne did not record her experiences in Westerbork, we do not know what, if anything, she later learned about these places. Most likely, she would have heard the same vague rumors and snippets of information noted by those who did write while interned in Westerbork. Philip Mechanicus, who lived in the Dutch transit camp for an unusually long period of seventeen months, referred to the “Polish hell” of Auschwitz, but, if this well-connected journalist knew anything of the gas chambers and crematoria of the infamous Auschwitz, he revealed none of it in his written account. As first an employee of the Amsterdam Jewish Council and then as a detainee herself, Etty Hillesum spent over a year in Westerbork. In lengthy letters to her large circle of Dutch friends outside the camp, she meticulously documented, amongst other facets of life in this transit camp, the weekly Tuesday morning transports to the east. The extraordinarily astute Hillesum knew that nothing positive awaited the deportees upon their arrival in the camps, but, like many others at time, assumed that Auschwitz was a work camp of sorts, similar to Westerbork. For instance, in August 1943, Hillesum wrote that “a hundred thousand Dutch members of our race are toiling away under an unknown sky or lie rotting in some unknown soil. We know nothing of their fate.” Therefore, if Anne Frank was ignorant of what was transpiring in these distant locations, she was hardly alone, because even those more intimately connected to the detainment and transport process lacked such knowledge.

Yet, whereas the diaries of Hillesum and Mechanicus are widely considered acceptable Holocaust literature, Anne Frank’s work seems subject to a different and more rigid standard. According to Lawrence Langer, her diary is but a childish version of the more “adult fare” he recommends. In other words, one must seek out more explicit testimonies and stories as evidence of an authentic Holocaust experience. Raising similar concerns about authenticity, critics have taken more aim at the various stage and cinematic interpretations than with the text of the diary itself. With ample evidence, American writers Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett have been accused of stripping Anne of her Jewish identity and position as Holocaust victim. In their screenplay, Anne appears as a normal (and perhaps American) teenager, her adolescent penchant for the melodramatic matched only by her relentlessly optimistic outlook on life. Her persecution as a Jew stands in the background as a tangential concern, for Goodrich and
Hackett present a universal tale of hope and human perseverance. Rather
than confront her death in Bergen-Belsen, theatergoers and viewers are left
with Anne’s now well-tread statement that “in spite of everything, I still
believe that people are really good at heart.” Responding to the sanitized,
universalizing portrait of the diarist resulting from these evident distor-
tions, writer Cynthia Ozick famously imagined “a still more salvational
outcome:” the diary burned, lost to “a world that made of it all things.” Better, then, to have no diary at all than a diary stripped of all historical
context and specificity.

Often neglected by those who rightfully focus on post-war adaptations
and misinterpretations is the fact that diarist herself completed extensive
revisions, and with an eye towards eventual publication. The diary may
have come into existence as a collection of spontaneous observations and
reflections, but it did not end as such. On March 8, 1944, the group of
eight hiding in the Secret Annex gathered around their illegal radio to hear
a speech by Gerrit Bolkestein, the Dutch Education Minister (in exile),
who issued the following appeal to the occupied Netherlands: “History
cannot be written on the basis of official decisions and documents alone.
If our descendants are to understand fully what we as a nation have had
to endure and overcome during these years, then what we really need are
ordinary documents.” Further, he explained, “not until we succeed in
bringing together vast quantities of this simple, everyday material will the
picture of our struggle for freedom be painted in its full depth and glory.” Indeed, thousands of Dutch citizens responded to Minister Bolkestein’s call
to document their wartime experiences. After this speech, Anne began
to revise her diary in anticipation of a broader audience. She condensed
or omitted discussions she now deemed too immature, uninteresting, or
imprudent, and she expanded upon other entries and topics. Over the
course of the next five months, she created an entirely new version of her
diary, complete with pseudonyms for all members of the group in hiding
and their Dutch helpers.

While editing her original text during the spring and summer of 1944,
Anne continued to document and reflect upon her experiences in hiding.
Her writings from this time reflect a savvy understanding of the tempest
raging outside the doors of the annex, but they also contain a steady dose
of optimistic prognoses for the future. Bemoaning what she saw to be
man’s innate “urge to destroy, an urge to kill, to murder and rage,” she
also raised the possibility that the war might trigger lasting change. On
April 11, 1944, she proclaimed that just as God had allowed the Jews to
suffer so terribly until this point, so too would God raise them up again.
She continued: “If we bear all this suffering and if there are still Jews left,
when it is over, then Jews, instead of being doomed, will be held up as
an example. Who knows, if it might even be our religion from which the world and all peoples learn good, and for that reason and that reason only do we have to suffer now.” Or, as she would write on July 15, 1944, in the most famous but also least contextualized quote from the diary:

It’s really a wonder that I haven’t dropped all my ideals, because they seem so absurd and impossible to carry out. Yet I keep them, because in spite of everything I still believe that people are really good at heart. I simply can’t build my up my hopes on a foundation consisting of confusion, misery, and death. I see the world gradually being turned into a wilderness, I hear the ever approaching thunder, which will destroy us too, I can feel the sufferings of millions and yet, if I look up into the heavens, I think that it will all come right, that this cruelty too will end, and that peace and tranquility will return again.

Typically cited as evidence of either the triumph of the human spirit—whatever this means—or, perhaps more perversely, the victory of good over evil, this passage points to a more sophisticated understanding of present circumstances. Anne could not believe that confusion, misery, and death constituted normal conditions, but neither did she express an unbridled, naïve optimism. Importantly, too, the diarist noted these tensions at a pivotal moment in the war: two months prior, Allied forces had landed in Normandy, and a German defeat now appeared certain, if not imminent. Anne’s well-cited reflections on the nature of humanity reveal a decidedly post-war orientation, at least according to the interpretation offered by Barbara Chiarello: no longer questioning her survival, the diarist could now “prepare actively to re-enter post-Nazi Holland.”

Obviously, these preparations would remain purely theoretical, since Anne Frank did not live to experience this post-war world. On the morning of August 4, 1944, an Austrian SS man by the name of Karl Silberbauer arrived at Otto Frank’s business office. Accompanied by a number of Dutch agents and acting on an anonymous tip phoned in to the Amsterdam headquarters of the German Sicherheitsdienst (SD), Silberbauer arrested the eight Jews in hiding, as well as two of their helpers from Otto’s business. Days later, the eight Jewish residents of the Annex were sent to the Westerbork transit camp. On September 3, 1944, they were sent to Auschwitz on the last train leaving for this destination. Of the eight, only Otto Frank survived the war. He was liberated at Auschwitz by the Russians on January 27, 1945. A few weeks later, and only shortly before the British arrival, Anne and Margot Frank would both die of typhus in Bergen-Belsen. During the course of the war, approximately 107,000 Dutch Jews had been deported to camps in Germany and Poland; Otto Frank was one of 5,000 who returned to the Netherlands. In total, about 73% of the country’s Jewish community of 1940 was killed during the war.
Little doubt remains that the residents of the Secret Annex were betrayed, as were thousands of other Jewish men, women, and children in the Netherlands who sought to evade their would-be captors. To date, we do not know who placed the fateful phone call leading to the arrest and deportation of all eight residents-in-hiding. At various points since war’s end, numerous government and private investigations, theories, and personal hunches have focused upon suspected individuals, such as the head warehouse worker W. G. van Maaren, who possessed both opportunity to suspect the presence of Jewish “onderduikers” and motivation to alert the German authorities. In her 1998 biography of Anne Frank, Austrian journalist Melissa Müller pointed to the building’s cleaning lady, Lena van Bladeren Hartog, as the potential informant. According to Müller, Hartog feared that she and her husband, who, for a time, also worked for Otto Frank’s company, would be punished if someone detected the presence of Jews. Carol Anne Lee, author of another 1998 biography of Anne Frank and a subsequent one of Otto Frank, has advanced a more complicated theory. In March 1941, Otto expressed his doubts about Germany’s ultimate chances of victory to one of his company’s contractors; this contractor, in turn, reported Otto’s remarks to the local Dutch Nazi Party office and requested that this office relay this information to the SS. A Dutch Nazi named Anton Ahlers intercepted this accusatory letter, which he then used to extract money from Otto Frank. In the course of these interactions, Ahlers determined that Otto’s company was engaged in business dealings with the German Army (*Werhmacht*), and he used this knowledge to exact further monetary payments from Otto Frank, even as his family lived an underground existence. Lee claims that Ahlers knew the precise location of the hiding address and, for various reasons, betrayed its residents in August 1944.

In response to this spate of new theories, the Netherlands Institute for War Documentation (NIOD), which issued the Dutch-language Critical Edition of the diary in 1986, reopened its previous investigations into the betrayal. In 2003, the Institute verified some of Lee’s claims. Apparently, Otto Frank was blackmailed by the Dutch Nazi Anton Ahlers, and his company did sell to the *Wehrmacht*. And, as noted earlier, these blackmail efforts prompted Otto to resume his quest for American visas; the recently discovered YIVO documents demonstrate as much. Still, so concluded the authors of the 2003 NIOD report, none of these suspected individuals can be positively identified as the betrayer, and it appears equally likely that another person—unnamed, and perhaps never to be known—had alerted the German authorities to the group of Jews in hiding. Chance, too, may have “played a much greater role than has been assumed to date.” The NIOD has pledged to investigate any new betrayal theories that come to
light, but, as these researchers acknowledge, we may never be able to “complete this part of the Anne Frank story.”

A definitive answer may also put to rest certain long-standing assumptions, especially endemic outside the Netherlands, concerning Dutch behavior during the Nazi occupation of 1940-1945. This sustained focus on the betrayal, I argue, has contributed in large part to what has been termed the “Anne Frank myth” or “Dutch myth” proclaiming that the wartime Netherlands was a nation of collaborators or resisters: either the Dutch denounced Jews and sympathized with the Nazis, or else valiantly resisted the Nazis at every turn. Anne Frank’s anonymous betrayer is held up as the quintessential collaborator, content to send others to their deaths for personal profit, self-interest, or ideological affinity with the Nazis, whereas Miep Gies and the Annex’s other “helpers” represent the unselfish and humane rescuer prototype. But these ideas, if enduringly popular in the English-speaking world, carry less weight in the Netherlands. Indeed, for the first few decades after the war, Dutch observers and scholars slotted their fellow citizens’ wartime comportment into one of two opposing master narratives, just as the “Anne Frank myth” would have it. In recent years, however, this stark dichotomy has been replaced by a more nuanced approach, the result of historian Hans Blom’s 1983 call to abandon these traditional moralistic interpretations of wartime behavior, replacing this black- and-white worldview with one tinged gray instead. In the past two decades, Dutch, British, and German scholars have answered this appeal with studies demonstrating that the vast majority of the Dutch population neither actively resisted nor collaborated with their German occupiers. Those who traveled solely within “black” or “white” worlds, such as the nefarious blackmailer Anton Ahlers or the altruistic Miep Gies, constituted the exceptions to the rule, since most Dutch citizens simply tried to survive the war by inhabiting a broad “grey” zone of attitudes and behavior.

I argue that a more sustained focus upon the national circumstances in which the young diarist lived and penned her famous work can also counterbalance this enduring myth by providing nuance and local context. The diary stands not as a “typical” Holocaust text, but, rather, a window into the persecution, survival attempts, and murder of the Dutch Jews. As such, the experiences of those eight members of the Secret Annex do not necessarily typify but rather resemble those of countless others in the occupied Netherlands. As part of a large community of Jewish refugees from Germany and Austria, they were amongst the first to be called up for the massive deportations. Like hundreds of thousands of Dutch men, women, and children, both Jewish and Gentile, they chose to live underground in the hopes of survival. As they attempted to evade their persecutors, they were both assisted and betrayed by Dutch men...
and women, until they, too, were caught in the Nazi net. All but one of this group of eight would die in the dreaded “East,” which points to the following somber conclusion. With her death—and regardless of her unique situation in hiding, or her proximity to the horrors then transpiring outside the walls of the Secret Annex—Anne Frank shared the fate of over a hundred thousand Jews deported from her adopted country. In this respect, she aptly represents the Holocaust of the Dutch Jews.
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